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Abstract
The influence of the coal particle size distribution on the performance of a fluidized bed gasi-
fier is investigated by means of a multiphase Eulerian-Eulerian model embodied in the Open-
FOAM CFD code. To distinguish the effects of combustion from those of particle segregation
we compare the solutions obtained by modeling of solids as, alternatively, monodispersed or
polydispersed particles; and as reactive or inert ones. Results reveal that the preferential mo-
tion of the smaller particles towards the bed top significantly delays char consumption at the
bottom layers, favors volatile oxidation, and results in a more uneven lateral distribution of
the off-gas.
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fhqp Interphase heat-transfer coefficient for
heat conduction between phases p and
q
f~vqp Drag-force coefficient from phase q to
phase p
~g Gravitational acceleration
g,s Gas and solid phase
ṁx,αqp Mass transfer rate of species α from
phase q into phase p due to process x
p,q Generic phases
r Phase volume fraction
~v Velocity vector
x Mass-exchanging process
yαp Mass fraction of species α in phase p
ω̇r,αp Chemical reaction rate for species α
due to homogeneous reaction r in phase
p
α Chemical species
∆hαf p Specific formation enthalpy of species
α in phase p
Γαp Diffusion coefficient for species α in
phase p
κp Thermal conductivity of phase p
φx Value of a (generic) variable φ in the





Fluidized bed technology is often used for the combustion of solid fuels because it provides2
intense mixing and good temperature control. However, there is still a lack of fundamen-3
tal knowledge about the complex phenomena present in these multiphase, reactive systems.4
Intense gas-particle and particle-particle interactions, with phase mixing, segregation and sep-5
aration, develop as the intervening particles heat up, the volatile matter is released, and het-6
erogeneous gas-solid reactions and homogeneous reactions among the gas species take place.7
Particles in fluidized beds are usually not monodisperse; and the relevance of polydispersion8
on the hydrodynamics of fluidization is often recognized in the literature. The majority of9
experimental and computational studies that investigate the effects of particle segregation10
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consider binary mixtures with two particle types that differ in size or density. Examples11
of different computational approaches are reported by Mathiesen et al. [40], van Wachem12
et al. [66], van Sint Annaland et al. [65] or Gera et al. [23]; experimental investigations are13
reviewed by Joseph et al. [34] or Zhang et al. [78].14
However, fuel particles in industrial applications do not have generally a single size, and15
relatively few investigations include continuous particle size distributions. Size-dependent16
particle-behavior has been reported in the literature; for instance, the preference of larger17
particles towards the bottom layers in the bed and of smaller ones towards the top layers;18
or the effect of the size range on the extent of segregation (see, for example, [6, 21, 37]).19
The computational work of Dahl and Hrenya using Gaussian and lognormal distributions for20
inert beds concluded that the shape of the size distribution in the central layers of a bubbling21
fluidized bed is similar to the initial, overall one [18].22
This behavior was later ratified by the experimental measurements reported by Chew23
et al. [12]. This same research group carried out a series of experiments to study the impact24
of the size-distribution width on axial and radial segregation, elutriation or bubble patterns25
[9, 10, 11].26
These studies investigated the influence of polydispersion on the flow pattern for an inert27
bed. When the bed is a reacting one, fuel particle segregation affects not only the hydrodynam-28
ics of fluidization but also interphase-transfer phenomena and reaction rates. The relevance of29
fines on the performance of fluidized bed reactors has been long recognized by the operators of30
industrial processes, and their addition is a common practice during long periods of operation.31
Grace and Sun ([28], [60]) studied experimentally the effect of the particle size distribution32
(PSD) on the conversion and reactor efficiency in fluidized beds by evaluating the gas-solid33
contact efficiency. They used the method known as hot-model reaction, that employs a sim-34
ple reaction (typically the first order, catalytic ozone decomposition) in order to measure the35
reactant conversion under controlled conditions [67]. In this method, however, the reciprocal36
influence of chemical conversion on flow hydrodynamics cannot be ascertained. For example,37
the volatile plume in the vicinity of the solid fuel feed may result in the maldistribution of38
solid-gas mixtures [27].39
The fundamental understanding of the hydrodynamics of fluidization and its coupling with40
fuel combustion will allow the improvement of design strategies. It has been shown that it41
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is difficult to understand and control the conversion processes in fluidized beds using solely42
empirical approaches. In this context, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models pro-43
vides essential information to better understand the complex physical and chemical processes44
involved; CFD models are even expected by some authors to replace, in the future, empirical45
or semi-empirical models in the design of large scale units [54].46
Review articles on CFD approaches to combustion and gasification in fluidized beds have47
been published recently [49, 54, 79]; they compare and highlight the challenges and needs48
of the two main strategies for solving the evolution of solids in the bed: the Eulerian and49
Lagrangian formulations.50
Eulerian-Eulerian models treat all the phases (gas and solid) as inter-penetrating con-51
tinua, each phase being governed by a set of Navier-Stokes equations. This approach requires52
an important modeling effort in order to evaluate the solid-phase constitutive relationships53
(often by applying the Kinetic Theory of Granular Flows (KTGF) in configurations with large54
particle-number densities), and the interphase interactions (often based on semi-empirical cor-55
relations) [25]. Multiple sizes can be accommodated extending the KTGF approach [41] or56
using quadrature-based moment methods [45, 53].57
Eulerian-Lagrangian models consider the solid phases as discrete particles and the motion of58
each individual particle is described by a Lagrangian equation embodying Newton’s second law.59
The originate from the Particle-in-Cell method arising out of Los Alamos National Laboratory60
in the USA for handling numerically flow discontinuities [30]. The basic algorithm for solving61
the flow of coupled continuum-disperse phases using Eulerian-Lagrangian models was first62
proposed by Crowe et al. [14] as the Particle-Source-In Cell (or PSI-CELL) algorithm.63
As originally formulated, the Lagrangian approach to multiphase modeling was not applica-64
ble to dense flows, and did not accommodate particle-particle interactions that are paramount65
in fluidized beds. The so-called Multiphase Particle-In-Cell alternative, or MP-PIC [4, 55, 57],66
uses a dual Lagrangian-Eulerian framework for the disperse phase, whereby the particle infor-67
mation is transferred to the Eulerian mesh to calculate the particle stresses due to particle-68
particle interaction; the stresses are then transferred back to the Lagrangian formulation.69
An alternative Lagrangian approach to the modeling of dense flows arose out of the Discrete70
Element Method, or DEM, developed for the simulation of granular flows [17]. Particle-particle71
interaction is treated by including a contact model, and the inter-particle forces resulting from72
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it. The extension of DEM to include a continuous, fluid phase is known as CFD-DEM, and73
has been used for the simulation of fluidized beds [59, 64].74
Zhong et al. [79] conclude that both Eulerian and Lagrangian approaches are promising75
for the solution of dense particulate reaction systems, although some difficulties still need to76
be overcome: the change of particle size and shape, the coupling of the flow with chemical77
reactions, and the computational requirements.78
In the present work we use an Eulerian-Eulerian model to analyze the effect of the size79
distribution of coal particles in a fluidized bed gasifier. The solids are a mixture of limestone80
and coal; coal is continuously fed through a single lateral port.81
A number of authors have applied Eulerian-Eulerian models to coal or biomass gasification82
[5, 24, 69, 76]. However, their approaches present some limitations in the modeling of the solid83
phases, such as the use of the same phase for describing both coal and limestone particles, or84
the assumption of constant density and diameter for the reacting phase.85
More comprehensive algorithms which account for devolatilization and chemical reactions86
of fuel particles in a bed that includes an inert phase are reported in [33, 52, 72, 74, 82]. Fuel87
particles, however, are represented as having a single diameter. Some authors have modeled88
a fluidized bed using a size distribution of particles that undergo devolatilization by an inert89
gas, but without including heterogeneous or homogeneous reactions [38, 73, 75].90
Recently, using a multi-fluid algorithm coupled with chemical reactions, Chen et al. [8]91
have modeled the gasification of biomass and coal, and Zeneli et al. [77] have simulated the92
sorbent calcination/carbonation in a coal reactor. In both cases two solid phases are used for93
representing two types of reactive particles (with different diameter, density, composition).94
As for Eulerian-Lagrangian approaches, there are a few recent articles reporting the com-95
prehensive simulation of continuous particle size distributions and combustion and gasification96
reactions (as, for example, the CFD-DEM method presented by Ku et al. [36] or the MP-PIC97
models applied by Snider et al. [56] or Xie et al. [71]). However, a comparison of the reactor98
performance with the monodisperse case is not provided, preventing therefore the analysis of99
the effect of the distribution width.100
The multi-fluid Eulerian-Eulerian algorithm presented in this work has been developed101
and implemented by the authors in the open-source platform OpenFOAM [2, 70]. It allows102
the simultaneous study of fuel polydispersion and chemical reactions in a fluidized bed. Our103
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model is based on the Kinetic Theory of Granular Flows, and can handle an arbitrary number of104
solid phases by using multiple granular temperatures [40]. Each solid phase can have multiple105
components (such as moisture, ash, char), and its density is allowed to change as the particles106
undergo drying, devolatilization and heterogeneous reactions.107
The main goal of the present study is to provide some insight into the coupling between108
hydrodynamics and gasification kinetics when fuel particles are segregated by sizes in the109
fluidized bed. To do so, we compare solutions obtained with coal particles represented by110
a single size and by a realistic particle size distribution. Additionally, the same bed with111
the same operating conditions is solved as an inert one, so that we are able to compare the112
hydrodynamic behavior of the reactive bed with that of the inert one.113
The remainder article is structured as follows. First, we present our formulation for the114
multiphase flow with mass transfer and chemical reaction. Then we describe the solution115
algorithm, the fluidized bed gasifier used in the simulations, and our main results. We analyze116
first the effect of the particle size distribution on the hydrodynamic patterns in both inert and117
reactive beds, and then its influence on the spatial distribution of reaction rates and species.118
We end with some concluding remarks.119
2. Eulerian-Eulerian conservation equations with mass transfer and chemical re-120
action121
We postulate a general formulation for the Eulerian-Eulerian conservation equations gov-122
erning the multispecies and multiphase gas-solid flows with mass transfer and chemical reac-123
tion.124
The balance equation for the mass fraction of a gas species y (such O2 or CO2) or a particle125














ṁx,αqp is the mass transfer rate of species α from phase q into phase p due to the process x (for127
example, devolatilization). This term also accounts for heterogeneous reactions; in this case,128
ṁx,αpp is the rate of consumption or production of species α in phase p. ω̇
r,α
p is the generation129
of species α in phase p due to the homogeneous chemical reaction r (for example, the reaction130
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rate of H2 in the water-gas shift reaction). rp, ρp and ~vp denote, respectively, the phase volume131
fraction, density and velocity vector. Γαp is the diffusion coefficient of species α in phase p.132












The phase-momentum balance is expressed as follows:135
∂(rpρp~vp)
∂t














The last term represents the momentum source resulting from the transfer of mass; the symbol136
x, when used as a subindex in a variable (for instance ~vx above), refers to the value of the137
transferred property in the donor phase in mass-exchanging process x (for instance, in particle138
drying it is the value of the variable in the evaporating phase). f~vqp is the drag coefficient,139
~g is the gravitational acceleration and ~~τp is the phase stress tensor (to be modeled in case140
of granular phases). The pressure p is common to all the phases, as it is often assumed in141
Eulerian formulations.142
Phase-energy conservation is formulated as an equation for the phase temperature. The143
equation neglects compressibility effects and viscous dissipation:144
∂(rpρpCppTp)
∂t





























In this equation, kp is the phase conductivity and f
h
qp is the interphase heat-transfer coeffi-145
cient. The second term on the RHS (in curly brackets) represents the energy source originating146
from mass transfer, expressed by means of two contributions: the first one is the interphase147
transfer of enthalpy due to the transfer of mass (including heterogeneous reactions); the second148
accounts for the formation enthalpy (∆hf ) of the phase species involved in process x. As noted149
earlier, the use of x as a subindex indicates that the property value is that corresponding to150
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the donor phase in mass-exchanging process x. The last term accounts for the heat released151
(or absorbed) in homogeneous reactions.152
Additionally, the following algebraic equations must be fulfilled (of which the first two are153
mass-conservation equations):154 ∑
α
yαp = 1 ;
∑
q
rq = 1 ; (5)
f~vqp = −f~vpq ; fhqp = −fhpq ;∑
α
ṁx,αqp = 0 ;
∑
α
ω̇r,αp = 0 .
Musser et al. [42] have recently discussed the formulation of the multiphase equations and155
reported some deficiencies in expressions for the source terms reported in literature. They156
proposed a constitutive equation for enthalpy transfer due to mass transfer and demonstrated157
that their numerical predictions match experimental data for droplets evaporation and con-158
densation. Our formulation is in agreement with their proposal, except that we use here a159
conservative expression for the temperature equation (instead of the non-conservative one used160
by Musser et al.). Our implementation was reported and tested in an earlier paper [16].161
2.1. Hydrodynamic model for multiple granular phases162
The constitutive laws for the solid phases are modeled using the Kinetic Theory of Gran-163
ular Flows (KTGF). We use the multi-solid approach proposed by Mathiesen et al. [40]; this164
approach is based on the model developed by Gidaspow (for a single phase solid phase) [25],165
but extended to handle an arbitrary number of solid phases .166
Mathiesen et al. [41] reported a good agreement between measurements of axial and ra-167
dial segregation in a circulating fluidized bed and computational results obtained using three168
solid phases with different particle sizes. Moreover, they demonstrated that their multi-solid169
approach is consistent: the solution for a single solid phase (with a volume fraction rs) is the170
same as for Ns identical solid phases (each with a volume fraction rs/Ns). We have simplified171
this formulation so that the same solution is achieved for identical solid phases occupying dif-172
ferent volume fractions, thus enhancing the consistency of multi-fluid solution; specifically, we173
do not use the expression for the binary radial distribution function proposed by Mathiesen174
et al., but we consider that it is the same as for the single-phase model (as also assumed in175
the multi-solid model reported by Goldsmith et al. [26]).176
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The constitutive equations, detailed in Appendix A, depend on the solid phase granular177










~~τs :: ∇~vs+∇ • (rsκΘs ∇Θs)− γs − 3f~vszΘs . (6)
The solid-solid drag coefficient f~vsz is modeled applying the KTGF-based proposal of Syam-180
lal [61] (see expression in Appendix A).181
Heat transfer among particles of the same phase is taken into account throughout the self-182
diffusion term (third term in Equation 4), which includes an effective thermal conductivity kp.183
The thermal interaction during a collision between particles in the configuration is neglected184
[31], and the solid-solid heat exchange among different solid phases is not modeled. Both185
are common approaches in Eulerian formulations for particle-particle heat exchange (see, for186
example, [5, 72]). Solid-solid heat transfer does not greatly impact our results. Due to the187
intense mixing processes, the temperature in the bed is rather uniform (the largest temperature188
difference among solid phases is about 6 %). In other applications, however, the solid-solid189
heat transfer could not be negligible and some simplified models are available in the literature190
([43, 81]).191
For the gas-solid interactions, the drag coefficient fvsg is evaluated using the semi-empirical192
correlation proposed by Syamlal and O’Brien [63] and the interfacial heat transfer is evaluated193
using the model developed by Gunn for fluidized beds [29]; both expressions are detailed in194
Appendix A.195
There are more sophisticated solid-drag models that account for the decrease in gas-solid196
drag forces due to cluster formation within a computational cell. These models, based on the197
Energy Minimization Multi-Scale (EMMS) theory, are developed for solving relatively dense198
flows in coarse grids. EMMS approaches were originally formulated for monodisperse flows,199
and there are few approaches modifying them to consider simultaneously two different types200
of particles in the emulsion phase [68, 80]; and only very recently Qin et al. have proposed an201
extension to polydisperse flows [48].202
The fluidized bed solved in this work is relatively dilute and the EMMS drag model has203
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not been used. Nevertheless, the solutions obtained in this work present the so-called core-204
annulus structure, which is claimed to be difficult to capture by conventional drag models205
when meso-scales effects are significant [47].206
The thermo-physical properties of the gas phase are calculated as follows: density follows207
the ideal gas law; viscosity depends on temperature according to the Sutherland expression;208
the diffusion coefficients in the species transport equations are calculated as Γαg = µg/Scg,209
with the Schmidt number Scg = 0.7; heat capacity and conductivity are assumed constant.210
The solid phase conductivity is evaluated as proportional to the gas phase conductivity; in the211
literature, proportionalities in the range 1 < κs/κg < 5 are often suggested [62]; in this work212
κs = 2.5κg.213
2.2. Coal-combustion model214
The solid phases are modeled as multicomponent (composed typically of raw coal, char,215
water and ash) and the mass fraction y for each component α (yαs ) is governed by its transport216
equation (Equation 1). The model used in this work assumes that the particle size remains217
constant but its density changes through drying, pyrolysis, gasification and combustion; the218









We have also implemented in our OpenFOAM solver the variant of Spalding’s “shadow”220
method [58] as proposed by Fueyo et al. [22] in order to calculate the evolution of the particle221
size. The method is based on postulating an additional transport equation for a new phase222
property that represent the inverse of the phase volume fraction that has disappeared due to223
mass transfer. The equations for these new phase properties include source terms related to224
all the processes which do not contribute to a change in particle size. Simulations conducted225
to compare both approaches (constant size/variable density versus constant density/variable226
size) show very small differences on both the flow patterns and the flue-gas composition in the227
fluidized-bed gasifier or in coal combustion in a very dilute one-dimensional stream of hot air.228
The drying model assumes that the transfer of the water contained in the solid phase to229
the gas phase occurs at the boiling temperature. At this temperature, all the heat transferred230
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to the particle is used for the phase change, and the solid phase temperature remains constant231
during the process. The water mass-transfer rate due to particle drying is calculated as:232
ṁdrying,H2Osg =





where Q̇sup,H2Os introduces a correction required in Eulerian frameworks in order to avoid the233
unrealizable presence of wet particles at a temperature above the boiling point, as proposed234
by the authors [16]. LH2Osg is the specific latent heat of vaporization.235
As the fresh fuel particles heat up, the coal undergoes devolatilization to produce volatile236
gases and char. Devolatilization is represented using a two-competing-reaction model [35];237
each reaction being dominant at a different temperature range:238
1 Raw coal
Kv1−−→ νv1 Volatiles + (1− νv1) Char (9)
1 Raw coal
Kv2−−→ νv2 Volatiles + (1− νv2) Char (10)
The devolatilization rates are expressed according to an Arrhenius law. For the first reac-239
tion, Kv1 = Av1 exp
−Tv1/T ; Av1 and Tv1 are, respectively, the pre-exponential factor and the240
activation temperature, and are detailed in Table 2. For the second reaction, the expressions241
are similar.242
The total mass source (or sink) term in the equations for the volume fractions due to
devolatilization is then:
ṁdevolsg = rsρs(Kv1 +Kv2)y
vol
s , (11)
where yvols is the mass fraction of volatiles in the solid phase.243
The volatile gas is assumed to be made of H2, H2O, CO, CO2, CH4 and tar. The com-244
position is estimated following the correlations proposed by Loison and Chauvin [39]. Their245
model, based on the coal proximate analysis, establishes that the mass fraction of the gaseous246
species α in the volatile gas (Y αvol) depends only on the mass fraction of the volatile matter in247
the coal on a dry and ash-free basis (daf), Y vols(daf):248
11






















































The rate of an heterogeneous reaction r between the char in the solid phase s and a species249
α in the gas phase g is assumed to be governed by the intrinsic kinetic rate (Kr, expressed by250
an Arrhenius equation) and the diffusion resistance of the reacting gas species, Dαr.251
The rate of mass transfer due to the heterogeneous reaction r, which is also the rate of





where νchar,r is the char stoichiometric coefficient, Ss is the solid phase surface area (calculated252
as 6rs/ds) and pα is the partial pressure of the reacting gas species α (for example, O2 in the253








; Kr = ArT
nr exp−Tr/Ts ; (19)
Here Shg is the Sherwood number; Γα is the species diffusion coefficient; R is the universal255
gas constant; and Wα and να,r are respectively the molecular weight and the stoichiometric256
coefficient for gas species α involved in the heterogeneous reaction r. The reaction coefficients257
Ar, nr and Tr are given in Table 2.258
The gas released from the particle processes reacts with the fluidizing gas. The chemical259
mechanism used for modeling the homogeneous reactions is integrated using the open-software260
Cantera [1], that has been coupled to the OpenFOAM solver by the authors.261
Coal combustion is described by the chemical mechanisms summarized in Table 1 [19].262
They include heterogeneous reactions for char oxidation and for gasification with H2O and263
CO2; and homogeneous reactions in the fluidizing gas: the water-gas shift reaction (R6) and264
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Reaction Raw coal: Char + Volatile + H2O + Ash
Drying
R1 H2O(l) → H2O (g)
Devolatilization
R21 1 Raw coal −→ νv1 Volatiles + (1− νv1) Char ; νv1 = 0.5
R22 1 Raw coal −→ νv2 Volatiles + (1− νv2) Char ; νv2 = 1
Volatiles(g): H2(g),H2O(g),CO(g),CO2(g),CH4(g),tar(g)
Heterogeneous reactions
R3 C(s) + r O2 → ( 2r - 1) CO + 2 (1 - r) CO2 ; r = 0.68
R4 C(s) + H2O → CO + H2
R5 C(s) + CO2 → 2CO
Homogeneous reactions and reaction rates R
R6f CO + H2O → H2 + CO2 ; R = KCCOCH2O
R6b H2 + CO2 → CO + H2O ; R = KCH2CCO2
R7 CO + 0.5O2 → CO2 ; R = KCCOC1/4O2 C
1/2
H2O
R8 H2 + O2 → H2O ; R = KCH2CO2
R9 CH4 + 2O2 → 2H2O + CO2 ; R = KC0.7CH4C
0.8
O2
Table 1: Chemical mechanisms
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Reaction Type Ar / (units) nr Tr/K
R21 Devolatilization 2.0× 105 / (1/s) 0 1.26× 104
R22 Devolatilization 1.3× 107 / (1/s) 0 2× 104
R3 Heterogeneous 17.9× 100 / (kg/m2/s) 0 −13750
R4 Heterogeneous 5.95× 105 / (kg/m2/s) 0 −13650
R5 Heterogeneous 3.92× 100 / kg/m2/s 0 −26927
R6f Homogeneous 2.780× 103 / (kg/m3/s) 0 −1510
R6b Homogeneous 1.049× 105 / (kg/m3/s) 0 −5478
R7 Homogeneous 1.000× 1015 / (kg/m3/s) 0 −20119
R8 Homogeneous 2.196× 1012 / (kg/m3/s) 0 −13127
R9 Homogeneous 3.552× 1014 / (kg/m3/s) −1 −24343
Table 2: Kinetic parameters of the chemical reactions (see [74] for full description of the chemical system for
the homogeneous reactions)
the oxidation of CO, H2 and CH4 (R7, R8 and R9). Table 2 presents the kinetic parameters265
used in this work for the heterogeneous and homogeneous reactions; these have been taken266
from [7] for the heterogeneous reactions and from [74] for the homogeneous reactions.267
3. Numerical algorithm268
The unsteady Eulerian-Eulerian conservation equations for multiphase flows presented269
above, and their closure relationships, are solved using an IPSA-like consistent and conserva-270
tive algorithm developed and implemented for inert flows in the OpenFOAM software by the271
authors [15]. An excerpt from the validation of this algorithm for bed hydrodynamics is shown272
in Appendix C.273
The algorithm is a consistent extension to multiphase flows of the so-called Momentum274
Interpolation (MI) technique. This consistent extension prevents the formation of chessboard-275
like fields in flows with strong phase segregation.276
In previous paper [16], in addition to our reporting the performance of the algorithm for277
multicomponent and multiphase flows with heat and mass transfer (and variable density), we278
provided a supplementary test case for a bubbling fluidized bed (included as Supplementary279
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Bed operational parameters
Coal mass-flow-rate / kg h−1 8
Air mass-flow-rate / kg h−1 21.9
Steam mass-flow-rate / kg h−1 4.6
Temperature at feeding point / K 300
Temperature at bottom inlet / K 693
Fluidizing velocity / m s−1 0.41
Table 3: Operational parameters
Material). Phase segregation, particle heating and the phase change of water at the saturation280
temperature were all realistically predicted.281
To model combustion in fluidized beds, improvements have been introduced in the present282
work to handle mass transfer and variable density, and to enhance the numerical coupling283
among the phases. The resulting discretized equation for the pressure equation is detailed284
in Appendix B. We use a sequential, dual-step procedure for solving the unsteady, coupled285
equations governing multiphase flows as detailed in [15], but including for the problem at hand286
an additional loop for solving the equation for the phase temperature, gas species and particle287
components.288
4. Configuration of the bubbling fluidized bed gasifier289
The bubbling fluidized bed chosen for the present investigation is part of a pilot plant290
designed and built for studying the gasification of a Colombian coal (Ocampo et al. [44] and291
Chejne and Hernández [7]). This is a cylindrical reactor, with a height of 2 m and a diameter292
of 0.22 m; a feeding port is located 0.3 m above the distributor plate. The fluidizing gas is air293
and steam. Table 3 presents the operational parameters, and Figure 1 (a) a schematic of the294
riser configuration.295
The gasifier riser is modeled using a two-dimensional domain 0.22× 2 m2, with 2200 cells,296
100 in the axial direction and 22 in the transversal direction.297
The walls are assumed to be adiabatic, and no-slip conditions are imposed for the phase298
velocities. At the outlet, the pressure is set to the atmospheric pressure, and zero-gradient299
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Figure 1: Schematic of the fluidized bed (a) and illustration of the several zones along the riser (b): O2
mass-fraction contours (color legend) superimposed on gas volume fraction contours (gray shades)
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Main solids characteristics
Limestone Coal Coal components
Mean Mean Coal Char Ash Water
Mass fraction / kg/kg 1.0 1.0 0.418 0.541 0.015 0.026
Density / kg/m3 2700 635 1250 450 1250 1000
Diameter / µm 600 620 - - - -
Heat capacity / J/kg/K 840 1600 - - - -










Experimental coal-size distribution [7]
Table 4: Main solid characteristics and coal size-distribution
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boundary conditions are used for the rest of the variables.300
As an illustration, Figure 1 (b) presents a snapshot of the bubbling bed gasifier from the301
present model. We define three longitudinal zones in the riser, as shown in the figure: one302
along the feeding wall, a core zone and one along the opposite wall. These zones will be303
indicative of the typical core-annulus pattern in risers, and will be instrumental in presenting304
the results below.305
Figure 1 also illustrates three zones where, as will be shown, three important reactions306
predominantly take place: char oxidation in the lower region; char gasification once oxygen is307
consumed; and, in the freeboard, the water-gas-shift reaction in the gas phase that continues308
to produce hydrogen.309
Table 4 presents the main coal and limestone characteristics. Coal is considered a variable-310
density phase with four constituent components (raw coal, water, char, ash); limestone is311
modeled as inert, single-component phase. The initial mass fractions of the coal-particle312
components are those from the proximate analysis [44].313
The experimental work uses a coal particle-size-distribution with seven diameters [7]. From314
this experimental distribution, three cases are defined for the present numerical investigation:315
one with the seven experimental coal-size bins, another one with just one average one, and a316
third case with a narrower distribution with three coal diameters. The mean size is the same in317
the three cases, and equal to the experimental one, d = 620 µm. The seven-phase particle-size318
distribution used in the calculations is shown in Table 4; it is the same as the one reported319
in the experimental work [7]. For the sake of brevity, results for the three coal sizes are not320
included in the present paper (these are reported in the PhD dissertation by A. Sánchez Insa321
[50]).322
4.1. Numerical details323
The simulation of the experimental bed is started as a limestone bed with a height of 1 m324
and a solids volume fraction rs0 = 0.24, where fresh coal is fed. This initial bed contains also325
some completely-converted (ash-only) coal, with a volume fraction r = 0.12. All the phases326
are initially at rest and at temperature of 1100 K.327
The transient evolution of the fluidized bed is solved using our CIPSA algorithm (described328
in Section 3), using a time step of ∆t = 5× 10−4 s. During the solver inner iterations for each329
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time step, the residuals decrease by 5 to 10 orders of magnitude. From the initial state (bed330
at rest), the gasifier is simulated for t = 120 s of real time.331
Results show that after the first 100 s the flow is statistically steady-state. Time-averaged332
variables are obtained using the latest 10 s of simulation with a sampling frequency of 50 Hz.333
Some additional post-processing is conducted for result analysis. The variables are averaged334
in the cross-stream section to analyze their vertical evolution in the bed. Additionally, this335
cross-section averaging is also conducted over each of the three longitudinal zones indicated336
in Figure 1. The cross-section averaging allows the quantification of the lateral distribution337
across the riser. The lateral zones (feeding wall and opposite wall) have a width of 0.04 m.338
The complete simulation takes approximately 4 days on a single core of an Intel Core i7339
920 at 2.67GHz (although the developed Eulerian-Eulerian model is run in parallel on several340
cores). To reduce the computing time, the integration of the chemical mechanism describing341
the homogeneous reactions (which is very stiff) is activated only during the last t = 20 s of342
real time. The calculation of this time interval represents around 70% of the total computing343
time. Of course, this calculation could be optimized in a number of ways, such as tabulating344
the chemistry, but this optimization has not been addressed in this work.345
This computational cost may be compared with the requirements of Lagrangian approaches346
(briefly described in Section 1). As reviewed by Zhong et al. [79], the computing time nec-347
essary to perform the Eulerian-Lagrangian (BCFD-DEM) simulation for non-reacting flow is348
about 2 − 4 orders of magnitude larger than an Eulerian-Eulerian simulation ([13, 32]). Ku349
et al. [36] recently reported that 14 days worth of running time on a 16-core Intel node were350
needed to compute 20 s real time of simulation of a lab-scale biomass gasifier, discretized with351
1725 cells and solved using their own CFD-DEM model, also implemented in OpenFOAM.352
Zhong et al. [79] estimate that the time for simulating the reactive bed via the particle-in-cell353
Lagrangian MP-PIC model is twice as expensive as the present Eulerian-Eulerian simulation.354
5. Results: Effect of polydispersion on the bed flow patterns355
In this section we investigate whether, and how, the representation of coal as a polydisperse356
phase affects the flow patterns in the reactor. In order to discriminate the effects of combustion357
from those of particle polydispersion, the bed has been also solved with the same inlet and358
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(a) Monodisperse coal
Limestone ds0 = 600 µm
Coal ds1 = 620 µm
Inert Combusting
(b) Multidisperse coal
ds1 = 1456 µm ds4 = 780 µm
ds2 = 1296 µm ds5 = 652 µm
ds3 = 1014 µm ds6 = 445 µm
ds7 = 147 µm
Inert Combusting
Figure 2: Spatial distribution of each phase at t = 120 s for monodisperse-coal (left frame, a) and polydisperse-
coal (right frame, b) beds, and for the inert and combusting cases. The solid phases are shown as dots with a size
proportional to the number density of phase particles. For clarity, limestone is not shown in the polydisperse
cases
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initial conditions but assuming that all the solids are inert (by numerically deactivating the359
coal devolatilization and combustion models).360
The snapshots shown in Figure 2 illustrate the hydrodynamics of fluidization in the monodis-361
perse (a) and polydisperse (b) coal beds. (In all cases, monodisperse limestone particles are362
also present, but not shown for the polydisperse cases for clarity), as indicated in Table 4;363
their size is similar to the monodisperse coal, but their density is nearly four times as large as364
that of raw coal or twice as large as that of ash). To present a clear but compact picture, we365
represent the phase as spheres; the size of each sphere is proportional to the local number of366
particles, and is normalized for each phase.367
As supplementary data we present a video with the evolution of the volume fraction of368
each solid phase for the combusting and polydisperse case. Figure 3 shows a frame from this369
video.370
Figure 3: Volume-fraction (103 × rs) contours for each solid phase in the combusting and polydisperse case.
(Available as video with the supplementary material)
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As will be further supported in subsequent subsections, the model correctly captures the371
vertical and lateral segregation trends reported in the literature. For the monodisperse coal,372
and in both the inert and combusting case, vertical segregation of coal and limestone is ap-373
parent in the results presented in Figure 2 (a) and (b), with the (heavier) limestone particles374
concentrating preferentially at the bed bottom layer while the (lighter) coal particles moving375
towards to top. In the middle of the bed, the both phases are present with similar volume376
fractions (normalized with respect to the initial ones). In the horizontal, or cross-flow, direc-377
tion the so-called core-annulus structure is observed: dilute, rapidly-moving bubbles ascend378
through the bed core, whereas denser clusters of particles descend close to the bed walls.379
For the coal polydisperse cases, vertical segregation is very apparent in Figure 2 for coal380
phases with smaller sizes; the smallest particles are clearly elutriated out the bed. The lateral381
distribution of the largest particles, however, is remarkably more uniform.382
5.1. Vertical distribution383
In this section, we show that our model corroborates existing knowledge about axial seg-384
regation for beds with two particle sizes, and also the scarcely-reported fluidization behavior385
for polydisperse, continuously-distributed particles.386
As summarized by Chew et al. [12], a wider size distribution generally increases segregation:387
finer and coarser particles tend to segregate, respectively, to the top and the bottom of the388
(a) Inert case (b) Combusting case
Figure 4: Vertical profiles of solid-phase volume-fraction in the bed for an inert (a) or combusting (b) bed,
modeled with one and with seven coal sizes
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(a) Inert case (b) Combusting case
Figure 5: Vertical profiles of each phase volume fraction (normalized with their values at the feeding height) in
the inert (a) and reactive (b) beds. See phase diameters in Table 4.
reactor, while the shape of the particle distribution is largely preserved in the middle of the389
reactor. (Our results for a coarser distribution with three sizes, not shown in this paper,390
support also these segregation trends [50]).391
Figure 4 shows the evolution with height of the limestone and coal volume-fractions, av-392
eraged in the cross-section. (For the polydisperse-coal cases, the average of the total volume393
fraction is presented).394
As expected, the limestone volume fraction decreases with height. The bed is slightly395
shorter for a coal-size distribution, probably due to the uneven segregation of the coal phases396
and to the elutriation of the smaller particles; however, for the same size distribution, the397
reactive bed is taller than the inert one. The (average) temperatures are not too different in398
the inert and reactive reactors, and thus this bed expansion is brought about by changes in399
the particle density during coal combustion.400
The evolution with height of the volume fraction for each of the coal phases, shown in401
Figure 5, allows to further study their vertical segregation. Chew et al. [12] reported also, in402
their inert bed, an unexpected behavior of the largest particles in a log normal distribution,403
which in our case would correspond to the poor fluidization of the coal phase with the largest404
size, ds1, Figure 5. (We should note that the configuration of Chew et al. [12] is composed405
primarily of Geldart B particles, while our d1-d3 phases are Geldart D and our d4-d7 phases406








Figure 6: Time-averaged contours of limestone vertical velocity (m/s)
combusting bed.408
The effects of polydispersion on particle distribution in the bed are similar for the inert409
and combusting beds. Relative to the distribution at the feeding height, the fraction of larger410
particles increases at the bottom layer and decreases at the top layer, except for the elutriated411
sizes and for the more uniformly distributed largest sizes. The very large coal particles (six412
times as heavy as the limestone particles) are not thrown out of the bubbles, and scarcely take413
part in the hydrodynamics of fluidization: as can be seen in the snapshots shown in Figures 2414
and 11, large coal particles are the only ones present in significant amounts inside the bubbles415
in the core, especially in the middle and top zones.416
In the reactive bed, not only the finest but also the second smallest sizes are elutriated.417
5.2. Lateral distribution418
The lateral flow pattern presents the so-called core-annulus structure (Figures 6 and 7),419
characterized by a central, relatively dilute flow moving upwards, surrounded by a denser flow420
moving downwards along the external wall; this characteristic structure has been reported in421
the literature, see for instance [25].422
Remarkably, in the case of the reactive and polydisperse bed, the symmetry is not so423
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(a) Inert and monodisperse case (b) Inert and polydisperse case
(c) Combusting and monodisperse case (d) Combusting and polydisperse case
Figure 7: Horizontal profiles of coal-phase volume-fraction (normalized with the value at the feeding height) at
a height of 0.7 m in the hot (a,b) and reactive (c,d) beds, and for monodisperse (a,c) and polydisperse (b,d)
coal particles
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Figure 8: Monodisperse-coal bed. Contours of limestone and coal volume fractions, the oxygen and hydrogen
mass fractions and reaction rates of: char oxidation and gasification, devolatilization, hydrogen oxidation and
water-gas shift reaction. (Available as video with the supplementary material)
marked, and the down-coming stream is faster and with a larger particle loading; this is424
apparent in Figure 6 (b, right-most) and 7 (d). The plume of volatiles released from the coal425
is thought to be the reason for this behavior, as will be shown below.426
Figure 7 reveals that the cross-stream flow pattern is similar for all the coal phases, with the427
noteworthy exception of the largest and smallest sizes. This conclusion reinforces a previous428
finding: these largest and smallest sizes do not follow the general bed hydrodynamics, since429
the smallest particles are rapidly elutriated, and the largest ones are not thrown out of the430
gas bubbles.431
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Figure 9: Polydisperse-coal bed. Contours of limestone and s3-coal-phase volume fractions, of mass fractions of
oxygen and hydrogen, and of reaction rates of char oxidation and gasification of s3-coal phase, devolatilization,
hydrogen oxidation and water-gas shift reaction. (Available as video with the supplementary material)
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(a) Monodisperse coal (b) Polydisperse coal
Figure 10: Vertical profiles of devolatilization and heterogeneous reaction rates, averaged by zone, for monodis-
perse (a) and polydisperse (b) coal particles
6. Results: Effect of polydispersion on reaction zones432
The following two sections analyze the distribution of reaction rates and species mass frac-433
tions in the gasifier. Figures 8 and 9 (and the corresponding videos available as supplementary434
material) illustrate the interaction among particle dynamics, chemical reactions and production435
and consumption of gas species as the coal particles burn in the monodisperse and polydis-436
perse cases. Both show the evolution with time of gas- and coal-phase volume-fractions; oxygen437
mass-fraction and reaction rate of its main consumption process (char oxidation); hydrogen438
mass fraction and reaction rates involved in its generation and consumption (devolatilization,439
char gasification with H2O, water-gas shift reaction and hydrogen oxidation). By comparison440
with the mondisperse case, the polydisperse one shows a shorter bed, delayed oxygen depletion441
and zones with a higher hydrogen contents. The reasons for these differences will be explored442
in the following sections.443
Figure 10 shows the vertical evolution of the zone-averaged rates of devolatilization and444
heterogeneous reactions for monodisperse (a) and polydisperse (b) coal. Devolatilization next445
to the feeding wall creates a plume of volatiles, which influences the bed hydrodynamics, and,446
particularly, significantly breaks the core-annulus symmetry in polydisperse cases.447
Gómez-Barea and Leckner [27] addressed in a review article this lateral dispersion during448
devolatilization and its effect on the distribution of gaseous species. The existence of this449
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Figure 11: Polydisperse coal case. Snapshots of O2 mass-fraction contours superimposed on gas volume fraction
isolines (leftmost figure), and of the solid phases, colored by the phase char-oxidation rate (kg/m3s). (The solid
phases are shown as dots with a size proportional to the number density of phase particles).
volatile plume has been experimentally verified in commercial combustors. Using a simplified450
model (based on solving the chemical reactions in a three-dimensional bed, but imposing the451
vertical and horizontal velocity profiles), Petersen and Werther [46] also found plumes with452
large amounts of pyrolysis gas in a circulating fluidized bed gasifier for sewage sludge.453
The spatial distribution of the devolatilization rates is similar for monodisperse and poly-454
disperse coal; in both cases there is a clear asymmetry between the feeding and the opposite455
walls, and a peak around the injection height; however, this asymmetry persists in the upper456
regions of the reactor in the polydisperse case; this is probably due to the smallest particles457
ascending faster close to the opposite wall (as can be seen in Figure 7).458
The reaction rates for char conversion (oxidation and gasification) are notably more evenly459
distributed than that of devolatilization, because the fluidizing gas is injected uniformly at460
the bed bottom. The char consumption rate is larger for the monodisperse than for the461
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(a) H2 production (b) CO production
(c) CH4 production (d) O2 consumption
Figure 12: Vertical profile of cross-stream-averaged reaction-rates for monodisperse and polydisperse coal par-
ticles
polydisperse bed (the peak rate is greater than 35%). This is due to the vertical segregation462
of coal (described in the previous section), which results in larger particles (which are less463
reactive) being present in the bottom layers in the polydisperse case. Figure 11 illustrates this464
behavior by presenting snapshots of the particle number-density for each phase (represented465
by scaled spheres, see description in Section 5) colored by the char oxidation rate.466
The slower heterogeneous chemical kinetics in the polydisperse case in the lower part of467
the bed means that more oxygen is available to volatile combustion in the upper zones. This468
is very clearly seen in Figure 12, which shows the vertical profiles of cross-stream-averaged469
reaction-rates (a).470
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Figure 13: Vertical profile of H2 reaction rates (cross-stream-averaged) downstream of the O2 depletion point
(gasification vertical zone in Figure 1) for monodisperse and polydisperse coal
The difference in heterogeneous reaction kinetics has implications for H2 levels in the bed:471
the competition between H2 generation by devolatilization and its consumption by oxidation472
differs in the monodisperse and the polydisperse case: net production of H2 starts later (fur-473
ther up the reactor) in the polydisperse bed because oxidation is stronger earlier due to the474
availability of oxygen.475
Once the oxygen in the gasifier is consumed in the lower regions, the H2 kinetics in the476
upper regions of the gasifier are also different for monodisperse and polydisperse coal. Figure 13477
presents the importance of devolatilization, char gasification by H2O and the water-gas shift478
reaction; a fourth reaction, H2 oxidation by O2, is shown to be negligible in this zone because479
O2 has been largely depleted earlier. The figure reveals that the predominant source of H2480
is char gasification for monodisperse coal, while it is devolatilization for polydisperse coal.481
The water-gas shift reaction is in the direction of H2 production for both monodisperse and482
polydisperse coal; the reaction continues after the bed along the freeboard.483
7. Results: Effect of polydispersion on the spatial distribution of species484
The time-averaged mass-fraction contours of gas species presented in Figure 14 evince485
that the volatile plume is narrower, and the O2 depleted later, with polydisperse than with486
monodisperse coal. The ensuing non-uniformity in the gas density (which is lighter close to487
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(a) Mondisperse coal (b) Polydisperse coal
Figure 14: Contours of time-averaged H2 and O2 mass fractions for monodisperse (a) and polydisperse (b) coal
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(a) Major species for monodisperse coal particles (b) Minor species for monodisperse coal particles
(c) Major species for polydisperse coal particles (d) Minor species for polydisperse coal particles
Figure 15: Evolution with height of major (a,c) and minor (b,d) species, zone averaged, for monodisperse (a,b)
and polydisperse (c,d) coal particles
the feeding zone) is responsible for the strong lateral asymmetry in the flow pattern found in488
Section 5.489
Vertical profiles of the zone-averaged mass-fractions (Figure 15) provide a quantification of490
these differences. As a consequence of increased availability of oxygen with polydisperse coal,491
the mean mass fractions of the gasification products CO and H2 at the outlet are reduced by492
45% and 22% respectively with respect to the monodisperse case.493
Furthermore, the asymmetry in the gas composition at the reactor outlet is significantly494
more marked for the polysdisperse coal: the difference between the H2 mass fraction aver-495
aged across the feeding and opposite zones is about 80% with respect to the mean value; for496
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Figure 16: Comparison of predicted and experimental gas composition at the outlet
monodisperse coal, instead, it is smaller than 30%. Moreover, oxygen consumption is faster497
at the feeding wall in the polydisperse case because of volatiles descending from the feeding498
point. By comparison, the bed with monodisperse coal presents a faster oxygen consumption499
at the opposite wall, where oxidation is predominant due to the core-annulus pattern.500
Finally, the gas composition predicted at the gasifier outlet is compared with the available501
experimental data in Figure 16.502
The agreement is reasonable. The discrepancies are the same order of magnitude as other503
computational results reported in literature (see, for example, [5, 51, 69, 76]). The chemi-504
cal kinetics of the reactions involved in coal gasification are not well established, and some505
calibration of the kinetic parameters could provide a better agreement. For example, de Souza-506
Santos [20] reported that taking into account the effect of poisoning substances on the kinetic507
parameters of the water-gas shift reaction leads to drastically reduced deviations in the con-508
centrations of H2 and CO predicted with his one-dimensional model. Nevertheless, the main509
objective of the present article is the investigation of the influence of coal polydispersion on510
the gasifier performance; and the main qualitative conclusions, such as the delay in oxygen511
consumption by char oxidation or the uneven composition of the gas produced, would remain512




An Eulerian-Eulerian model has been developed to simulate coal gasification. It has been516
applied to a pilot-scale fluidized bed with the aim of providing some insight on the influence of517
particle polydispersion on flow patterns and species distributions within the riser, and hence,518
on the overall reactor performance.519
A vertical segregation of coal by size is very apparent for the polydisperse-coal case. The520
larger particles move preferentially towards the bed bottom and the smaller ones towards521
the top, while the finest ones are elutriated from the bed. Interestingly, the largest particles522
hardly participate in the hydrodynamics of fluidization. Coal polydispersion leads to shorter523
beds with respect to a binary coal-limestone mixture with a single coal size. Regarding the524
lateral distribution, the structure known as core-annulus is well reproduced by the model for525
both mono- and polydisperse cases.526
The main differences regarding bed dynamics between the inert and the reactive beds are527
the increased bed expansion and an increased transversal asymmetry in the flow pattern in the528
reactive flow. The transversal asymmetry is caused primarily by the volatile plume rising from529
the coal-injection location; this asymmetry is stronger for polydisperse than for monodisperse530
coal.531
Polydispersion also changes the gasification dynamics. It has been shown that once the532
oxygen in the gasifier is consumed in the lower regions, the H2 kinetics in the upper regions of533
the gasifier are also different for monodisperse and polydisperse coal. In the upper zone of the534
reactor, the predominant source of H2 is char gasification in the case of monodisperse coal,535
while it is devolatilization for polydisperse coal.536
Some model refinements could lead to improvements in accuracy. These refinements in-537
clude: the use of detailed chemical mechanisms, and the calibration of their kinetic parameters;538
the modeling of particle breakup (for instance by applying an extension of the “shadow” tech-539
nique); or a more systematic analysis of the influence of the particle-gas drag models.540
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Appendix A. Closure relationships759
760
Additional nomenclature761




κΘs Granular temperature conductivity766
µdils Dilute dynamic viscosity767
Θs Average granular temperature768 ∑
q(s) Sum over all the solid phases769
ξs Bulk viscosity770
ds Particle diameter771
es Particle restitution coefficient772
gsz Binary radial distribution773
ls Mean free path774
ms Particle mass (= πd
3
sρs/6)775
ns Particle number density (= 6rs/π/d
3
s)776
pcolsz Collision pressure between solid phases s and z777
44
rMing Minimum volume fraction of gas phase778
s, z Solid phases779
CDsg Solid-gas drag coefficient780
Vrsg Solid phase terminal velocity in gas phase781
782

















































(ds + dz) ; msz =
1
2
(ms +mz) ; esz =
1
2
(es + ez) ;
es = 0.9 and r
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gsz (1 + esz) |~vs − ~vz| .









|~vg − ~vs| ; fhgs = 6kgNusg/d2s ;
CD
1/2
sg = 0.63 + 4.8
√







A = 0.06Resg − r4.14g ; B =

0.8r1.28g rg < 0.85





; Prg = Csgµg/kg ;
785
Nusg = (7− 10rg + 5r2g)(1 + 0.7Re0.2sg Pr1/3g ) + (1.33− 2.4rg + 1.2r2g)Re0.7sg Pr1/3g .






cf Linear interpolation of
⊙





at face f (e.g., calculated by linear interpolation, or by linear interpolation790
plus a correction791
Af Area normal to cell face f792
G Pressure gradient793
H Contributions to off-diagonal coefficients of convective and diffusive fluxes, plus source794
terms795
Vc Volume of cell c796
∆t Time step size797
û Pseudo-velocity component (= H/a)798
ψ Adiabatic compressibility799
ρ0p Phase reference density800
aD contribution to main diagonal coefficients of drag force (= f~vqpV )801
aT contribution to main diagonal coefficients of temporal term (= ρV/∆t)802
a Contributions to main diagonal coefficients of convective and diffusive fluxes803
c A generic cell and its center804
f A generic cell face for cell c805
k Previous iteration806
n Previous time step807
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808
The consistent momentum interpolation technique for unsteady multiphase flows (CMI)809
proposed by the authors has been extended in this work to manage variable phase density and810
interphase mass transfer [15]. The total-mass conservation-equation (obtained by summing811





































































































This is the equation for pressure p, with G representing the pressure gradient (which814
involves in the momentum interpolation equations); as it is usually done for gas flows with815
variable density, the gas density is expressed as a function of the adiabatic compressibility816
(ρg = ψp) and then the pressure appears as an unknown in the second term on the RHS. The817
last term includes the interphase mass transfer rate, and is due to the use of a phase reference818
density (ρ0s). This reference density is introduced in order to avoid too large differences between819
the contribution for the different phases. The rest of nomenclature is the same as in the original820
paper [15], except that there α denotes a generic phase and P a generic cell.821
Appendix C. Validation822
The closure relationships described before have been validated using the fluidized bed823
studied experimentally and computationally by Almuttaharet al.under various fluidization824
regimes [3]. Here, for the sake of brevity we show only the results for the fast fluidization case825
(“Case 6” in [3]).826
The experimental riser, with a diameter of 76 mm and a height of 6.1 m, is modeled as827
a transient, two-dimensional problem with 60 × 2400 cells. Fluid catalytic cracking (FCC)828
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(a) Volume-fraction (b) Velocity
Figure C.17: Cross-stream profiles of solid-phase volume-fraction (a) and velocity (b) at 3.8 m from the bed
bottom. Comparison of experimental and computational results. x is the dimensionless cross-stream coordinate.
particles are represented using one solid phase with a diameter of 70 µm (the mean experi-829
mental diameter) and density 1600 kg/m3. Figure C.17 shows horizontal profiles of solid phase830
velocity and volume fraction at a height of 3.8 m. The time-averaged computational profiles831
reproduce fairly well the experimental data. The figures includes also profiles of instantaneous832
values obtained in the transient simulation of the bed. The core-annulus pattern is clearly833
reproduced.834
The consistency of the developed multiphase method has been previously reported by the835
authors in a previous paper [15]. There we show that solving a single-phase flow or a multiphase836
one with two identical phases lead to the same results.837
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